An innovative Identity Access Management solution designed for seamless integration in your systems

- Reduce Identity Access Management (IAM) and Single Sign On (SSO) expenses through a unique solution tailored for small/medium organisations
- Multi-factor authentication (e.g. facial recognition and other biometrics)
- Secure connections to applications and systems
- Secure, fast and easy integration of IAM functions

Airbus Defence and Space Cyber

- A leading European provider protecting EU institutions
- A trusted partner for Airbus, Governments and Critical Industries
- An end-1-end integrator for IT and OT industrial cyber security
- Unique experience with platform security and embedded systems
**CymID** is an efficient solution that enables a significant reduction of IAM and SSO costs

**CymID helps to simplify IAM and SSO** and thereby to prevent security breaches

**CymID is an IAM solution tailored for the requirements** and budgets of small and medium sized companies

**CymID reduces integration time** for the implementation of IAM and SSO systems

Thanks to **CymID**, organisations can avoid significant financial and human investments: they can integrate the entire IAM and SSO systems at a minimal cost

**CymID features IAM, provisioning, SSO, strong authentication and centralised access management**

Cost reduction due to the integration model and a progressive price starting from the first user

**Scalable solution** tailored for small and medium sized information systems (10 to 1000 users)

**Biometric authentication**: an innovative service provided in partnership with United Biometrics

Our partnership with **United Biometrics** enables simple and innovative biometric authentication that provides secure access to applications and systems, delivered through a mobile application

- Authentication by **facial, vocal, behavioural** (typing dynamic on PC, fast signature on smartphone) and **digital** (fingerprints) recognition
- **Optimal level of security** configuration and centralised access management
- Ready-to-use solution which can be seamlessly integrated into your information systems

**CymID enables a secure connection to all your applications and systems**

**Secure, fast and easy integration** of IAM and SSO functions in your information system

- **Secure deployment** by Airbus Defence and Space Cyber teams on your site
- **Immediate use** and intuitive handling for users and administrators
- **Overall security improvement** for your information system thanks to a reduction of complexity

**CymID is based on ILEX software products**
CymID integrates the complete range of IAM and SSO features

- Centralised management of users and passwords
- Management of the resource rights model (applications, services, servers, etc.)
- Management and assignment of access rights and job profile
- Provisioning: synchronisation with third-party directories and applications (Active Directory, FreeIPA, etc.)
- Several types of authentication are available and preconfigured
- Identity federation support allows you to interface with third party authentication systems
- SSO support on web and windows applications

CymID includes a wide catalogue of already packaged applications to reduce integration time and costs

CymID enables the integration of your business applications